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Use: Hard Surface Cleaning
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PeroxiClean
Concentrated Peroxide Cleaner

Available Packages

4306-275 275 Gallon Tote

4306-55 55 Gallon Plastic Drum

4306-30 30 Gallon Plastic Drum

4306-15 15 Gallon Plastic Drum

4306-5 5 Gallon Plastic Pail

4306-4 4 Gallon Case

4306-2L 2 Liter EZ Fill System

4306-QT 12x32oz Quart

4306-6QT 6x32oz Spray Quart

Tech Specs:
Color…….........................Clear
Fragrance….................Citrus
Form.........…...................Liquid
Phosphates......................None
FlashPoint………................212F
pH......................................2-3
Specifi c Gravity..................1.03
Viscosity..............................Thin
Foam…....................Moderate
Biodegradable…...……..100%
Shelf Life...........................1 Year

What is PeroxiClean?
Peroxi-Clean is a one of a kind cleanser formulated with surfactants 
to dissolve and suspend soils in water. The Oxygen triggers the surfac-
tants and increases effi ciency. A pleasant citrus odor penetrates fi -
bers and surfaces sending the cleaning agents deep into the soils and 
stains. Peroxi-Clean destroys odors while providing color safe bleach-
ing action. This cleanser will give you superior cleaning capabilities 
given suffi cient contact time. Peroxi-Clean is formulated for optimal 
performance when used at the prescribed dilutions. One product re-
places individual glass cleaners, spray and wipe cleaners, degreasers 
& mopping solutions.

* This product meets Green Seal™ Standard GS-37 based on effective 
performance, concentrated volume, minimized/recycled packaging 
and protective limits on: VOCs and human & environmental toxicity. 
GreenSeal.org.

Directions For Use:
Spray on surface to be cleaned and wipe off with damp cloth. Before 
using, make sure that the desired surface is cool to prevent early evapo-
ration.  Read MSDS and test in a small inconspicuous area.
All dilutions must be done using cold water.
Dilution:
Regular Cleaning: 1:32 (4 oz. per gallon)
If using a portable dilution center, connect Peroxi-Clean  to portable de-
vice, fi ll container, and then fl ush system if incompatible materials will be 
used.
Make sure to use proper protective clothing when applying this or any 
chemical.

Improper use or dilution may lead to increased risk of health effects. 
Please follow label directions.


